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Massively parallel sequencing and rare disease
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Massively parallel sequencing has enabled the rapid, systematic identification of variants on a large scale.
This has, in turn, accelerated the pace of gene discovery and disease diagnosis on a molecular level and
has the potential to revolutionize methods particularly for the analysis of Mendelian disease. Using massively
parallel sequencing has enabled investigators to interrogate variants both in the context of linkage intervals
and also on a genome-wide scale, in the absence of linkage information entirely. The primary challenge now
is to distinguish between background polymorphisms and pathogenic mutations. Recently developed strategies for rare monogenic disorders have met with some early success. These strategies include filtering for
potential causal variants based on frequency and function, and also ranking variants based on conservation
scores and predicted deleteriousness to protein structure. Here, we review the recent literature in the use of
high-throughput sequence data and its analysis in the discovery of causal mutations for rare disorders.

INTRODUCTION
Mendelian disorders have proved to be a rich resource for the
study of genes and gene function over the years (1), and to
date, close to 3000 Mendelian phenotypes have been solved
(2). Conventional methods for disease gene discovery (3)
include those based on linkage analysis (4) as well as homozygosity mapping (5), in which markers are used to identify
recombination events in pedigrees to narrow the candidate
genomic regions segregating with affected status. A typical
follow-up is then to re-sequence exons within the candidate
region(s) to find protein-altering variants such as missense
or nonsense single-base substitutions, or small insertions or
deletions (indels).
Many rare disorders are highly amenable to linkage analyses, particularly those that are ‘simple’—monogenic,
highly penetrant and inherited in a clear Mendelian fashion.
However, some disorders present a challenge for these
methods. First, many are extremely rare with only a few
affected individuals and families per disorder, which result
in underpowered analyses and/or large regions under the
linkage peak(s). Second, these disorders are rare because the
causal mutations are of large effect and under strong negative
selection. As such, these mutations are not often transmitted
through many generations and are, in fact, likely to be
de novo events, which are not ascertained at all by linkage
analyses. To circumvent these challenges, it is often necessary
to identify these mutations directly through sequencing. Until

recently, however, this has been highly resource-intensive and
generally infeasible to do on a large scale or in a genome-wide
manner.
Advances in sequencing technology have made it increasingly practical to generate large amounts of sequence data
cost-effectively. Known as massively parallel or ‘nextgeneration’ sequencing (6), these technologies have enabled
investigators to obtain variant information down to single-base
resolution in a rapid, high-throughput fashion on the scale of
the whole human genome. Enrichment by either solid-phase
or in-solution targeted capture (7) can rapidly isolate candidate
regions of interest ranging from hundreds of kilobases in size
or capture the entire protein-coding sequence of an individual
(the ‘exome’, over 30 Mb) for sequencing. However, the
major challenge remaining is the interpretation of these
sequence data—how can background polymorphisms be distinguished from potentially disease-causing mutations?
A number of recently published studies (Table 1) have successfully employed massively parallel sequencing to Mendelian disease analysis, both within and without the paradigm
of linkage. In some, this has simply replaced Sanger
re-sequencing of linkage intervals; in other studies, disease
genes have been found based on the direct observation of
causal mutations, in the absence of linkage information
entirely. Here, we review some of the strategies investigators
have used to sift through variants to determine the causal
mutations for autosomal dominant (8 –13), autosomal
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Table 1. Published studies utilizing massively parallel sequencing in the
analysis of rare disorders
Disease

Model

Novel disease gene discovery
Miller syndrome
Autosomal
recessive
Metachondromatosis

Schinzel–Giedion
syndrome
Fowler syndrome
Kabuki syndrome
Joubert syndrome 2

Autosomal
dominant
Autosomal
recessive
Autosomal
dominant
Autosomal
recessive

Non-syndromic
hearing loss
(DFNB82)
TARP syndrome

Autosomal
recessive

Familial exudative
vitreoretinopathy

Autosomal
dominant

Clericuzio-type
poikiloderma with
neutropenia
Sensory/motor
neuropathy with ataxia

Autosomal
recessive

Non-syndromic
deafness (DFNB79)
Clinical diagnosis
Congenital
chloride-losing
diarrhea
Primary ciliary
dyskinesia
Molecular diagnosis
Charcot–Marie –Tooth
disease

Autosomal
recessive

X-linked
dominant

Autosomal
dominant

Autosomal
recessive
Autosomal
recessive
Autosomal
recessive

Reference

Whole-genome, one
family (two
affected siblings
and both parents)
Whole-genome,
single proband
Exome, four cases
(two siblings, two
other unrelated)
Exome, four
unrelated cases
Exome, two
unrelated cases
Exome, 10 unrelated
cases
Exomes of 2
individuals
(mother and
affected daughter)
exome, single case

18

X chromosome
exons, two
unrelated carriers
Linkage interval + 2
candidate genes,
single proband
Linkage interval,
single case

21

Linkage interval,
proband and both
parents
Linkage interval,
single case

8

Exome, single patient
with suspected
Bartter syndrome
Exome, two siblings

23

Whole-genome,
single proband

22

12
16
11
19
13
15

CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS BASED
ON SEQUENCE DATA

20

Observing known mutations or novel mutations in disease
genes may also assist in making a clinical diagnosis for
patients. For example, annotation of homozygous variants
identified in exome sequencing of a patient from a consanguineous union was used to make a genetic diagnosis of congenital chloride-losing diarrhea (CLD) (23). Initially, the patient
was suspected of having Bartter syndrome, but no known
disease loci were within homozygous segments. Instead, a
homozygous single-base substitution was identified in the
gene SLC26A3, in which mutations had previously been
found to cause CLD. Clinical follow-up based on this molecular observation confirmed CLD as the primary diagnosis.
In another study, exome sequencing of four individuals
affected with Miller syndrome (16) revealed that a subset of
cases (siblings) alone had novel variants that were predicted
to be damaging in a single gene, DNAH5, which had previously been implicated in primary ciliary dyskinesia. This
led to the realization that a cystic fibrosis-like phenotype
unique to these siblings was, in fact, not related to Miller
syndrome, but instead a superimposition of another disease
phenotype caused by mutations in a separate gene.
These studies were the first diagnoses of monogenic disorders based on massively parallel sequencing and suggest
its potential to assist in the evaluation and diagnosis of
patients, particularly when the diagnosis is uncertain.

10
14

17

recessive (14– 20) and X-linked recessive disorders (21), as
well as to identify the molecular basis (22) or provide evidence for the clinical diagnosis (23) for other diseases.

NOVEL DISEASE GENE DISCOVERY
MOLECULAR DIAGNOSIS OF MUTATIONS
IN KNOWN GENES
The most straightforward method to identify causal mutations
in an individual is by comparison with known mutations and
disease-associated genes, like those curated in databases
such as Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) (2)
and the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) (24). This
is of most utility in well-studied diseases and can be used
to assist in molecular diagnoses, i.e. finding novel and
known mutations in previously identified disease genes. For

Disorders without known mutations or disease-associated
genes require different filtering strategies to isolate pathogenic
mutations. In general, the following assumptions are made
about causal mutations underlying ‘simple’, monogenic, Mendelian disease: (i) a single mutation is sufficient to cause the
disease, which would (ii) be rare, and probably private to
affected individuals, and (iii) because they are of large
effect, they are most likely coding and (iv) highly penetrant.
As such, investigators look first for variants that change
protein sequence, i.e. missense and nonsense substitutions,
coding indels as well as splice acceptor and donor site
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Miller syndrome

Autosomal
dominant
Autosomal
recessive

Sequencing scope

example, in whole-genome sequencing of an individual with
Chacot – Marie – Tooth disease (CMT) (22), analysis of
coding variants identified a nonsense mutation in SH3TC2
that was already implicated in CMT, and consistent with the
recessive mode of inheritance, a novel missense mutation in
the same gene was also found.
In a similar vein, investigators have begun to consider the
use of massively parallel sequencing as diagnostic assays for
genetic disorders. Re-sequencing of candidate genes for neurofibromatosis type 1 (25), ataxia (26), mitochondrial disorders
(27) and ocular birth defects (28), as well as for HLA typing
(29), has shown that targeted capture coupled with highthroughput sequencing is increasingly feasible for this task,
although further improvements in accuracy and cost may
be necessary before its widespread adoption in clinical
laboratories.
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genome for which both maternal and paternal haplotypes
were inherited identically in both siblings and could shortlist
potential causal variants to within these intervals, even
though no linkage analysis was available.
In other studies that utilized linkage information, only the
linkage intervals were captured and sequenced, likely because
it is presently more cost-effective. In familial exudative vitreoretinopathy (10), clericuzio-type poikiloderma with neutropenia
(14) and non-syndromic hearing loss DFNB79 (17), a single
proband was sequenced to find the causal mutation within
linkage intervals; in sensory/motor neuropathy with ataxia (8),
a proband with one or two parents were sequenced; and in
X-linked TARP syndrome (21), only exons on the X chromosome were captured and sequenced from two carriers. As
sequencing costs drop, however, it is possible that the cost of
targeted capture becomes disproportionately high when compared with sequencing costs, which may favor more wholegenome sequencing for single samples instead.

FILTERING BASED ON FUNCTION
The primary filter most investigators use to identify potentially
causal mutations is based on variant function—namely, if the
variant affects coding regions (missense, nonsense, coding
indels and splice acceptor and donor sites) or other non-coding
RNA transcripts. The main rationale given for this is that these
variants tend to be of larger effect than non-coding variants,
and also because it is difficult to predict the effects of noncoding and synonymous variants with any certainty. As
such, in order to reduce noise when analyzing possible
disease-causing variants, non-coding and synonymous variants
are often ignored or greatly down-weighted.
For some disorders, it is possible to filter variants even
further, by focusing only on those that are loss-of-function
(i.e. nonsense and frameshift mutations). Since there are
only a limited number of such mutations in any genome
(,50), the candidate list is shortened very quickly. This
filter was particularly useful to identify mutations in RBM10
as causal for TARP syndrome (21), and also in MLL2 for
Kabuki syndrome (13).
For all the studies reviewed here, at least, restricting the
analyses to coding variants has been justified—all have identified variants that affect protein function, mainly missense and
nonsense mutants, and also frameshifting indels, and in one
case a mutation at a splice acceptor site. This will most certainly not always be the case, as intronic, regulatory and
synonymous variants are certainly known to affect disease
(reviewed in 30), and as more disorders are studied, there
will be a growing need for functional annotation of non-coding
regions and tools to analyze the same.

RANKING VARIANTS BY EFFECT AND
CONSERVATION
Variants can also be ranked by potential effect on protein
structure and function, and also by conservation scores, as
estimated by tools like SIFT (31), PolyPhen (32,33), CDPred
(21), PhyloP (34) and GERP (35,36), with the rationale that
mutations which are disruptive to proteins and/or at more
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changes, and second for variants that are very rare or novel.
Where necessary, a further assumption is often made that
the disease is genetically homogenous, i.e. unrelated affected
individuals have mutations in the same gene, at least for the
individuals chosen for the study.
The first report of the potential of using massively parallel
sequencing to identify mutations by this strategy was for
Freeman – Sheldon syndrome (FSS) (9). In this study, the
exomes of four unrelated affected individuals were sequenced,
and for each individual, genes that had at least one private
protein-altering variant were shortlisted, consistent with a
dominant disease model. After intersecting the genes from
all four individuals, it was found that only one gene was
common among all—MYH3, which had previously been
shown to be causal for FSS. Although this was not a novel
identification of the disease-associated gene, it was nonetheless a proof-of-concept experiment that showed how
massively parallel sequencing could be applied on a
genome-wide scale to find causal mutations for monogenic
diseases even without linkage or pedigree information, nor
any information related to disease mechanism.
The same strategy was employed successfully in at least two
other studies for autosomal dominant disorders—one for
Schinzel – Giedion syndrome (11) and another for Kabuki syndrome (13). Notably, consistent with the sporadic nature of
these syndromes, the majority of the causal mutations identified in these studies were found to be de novo, which highlights the advantage of using exome sequencing over linkage
studies for these cases.
To extend the strategy to recessive disease, shortlisted genes
were required to have at least two private protein-altering variants instead of just one. This accounts for two situations:
under a simple recessive model, the disease mutation should
be homozygous, and under a compound heterozygous model,
two different mutations on different haplotypes are expected
instead. This approach was applied to a presumed recessive
disease, Miller syndrome (16). Four affected individuals, of
whom two were siblings, were exome sequenced, and a
manual review of the intersecting two genes found compound
heterozygous mutations in DHODH to be causal. A similar
analysis in Fowler syndrome (19) also was successful in identifying compound heterozygous causal mutations in FLVCR2,
using only two affected individuals.
It is not always necessary to do a genome-wide analysis,
especially in the cases where linkage intervals have already
been determined or other familial information is available.
Sequencing only one or two individuals will often suffice, particularly because the potential causal variant lists are not long.
Using linkage information in whole-genome sequencing of a
patient with metachondromatosis (12), exome sequencing of
a proband and her mother in Joubert syndrome 2 (15) and
exome sequencing of a proband with non-syndromic hearing
loss DFNB82 (20) helped to narrow identify PTPN11,
TMEM216 and GPSM2, respectively, as disease-associated
genes.
Familial information was also used in whole-genome
sequencing of Miller syndrome (18). Two affected siblings
and their parents were sequenced, which allowed the resolution of haplotype inheritance for each sibling. The investigators then focused their disease analysis on the 22% of the
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conserved sites are more likely to be pathogenic. These tools
have limited specificity and sensitivity (37), however, and
mutations ultimately determined to be causal will rank
highly, but potentially not first. As such, these rankings are
normally used in conjunction with other strategies and not as
a stand-alone filter.

FILTERING FOR RARE VARIANTS

SPURIOUS GENE IDENTIFICATIONS
Using the aforementioned filters may not always be completely specific to the disease-associated gene. In a number of
studies, spurious genes were also identified, but later dismissed upon manual review for various reasons.
In the Schinzel – Giedion syndrome study, all affected individuals had the exact same variant in 10 genes, suggesting that
these could be polymorphisms that were missed in the controls
(11), or possibly that there was a systematic artifact in variant
calling. In another gene in the same study, CTBP2, the investigators note that it had a high variation rate, even in controls,
suggesting that this could be due to the presence of other paralogous loci. A similar observation was made in the Miller syndrome study, where CDC27 was identified as a potential
candidate, but noted to have an unannotated processed pseudogene that contributed to misalignments and an inflated variant
call rate.
Another factor that could affect the number of variant calls
is the length of the gene since many of these only have limited
variant calls in the existing databases. For example, MUC16
was shortlisted in the Kabuki syndrome study (13) as the
only gene to be common to all 10 cases, but was determined
to be a false-positive due to its long length (.14 500 amino
acids), which could have contributed to a high number of
variant calls across all individuals.

SEQUENCING SCOPE

MISSING MUTATIONS

Since most current analyses are restricted to protein-coding
regions, a prior decision is made in some studies to restrict
the sequencing scope to genic regions, whether within a
linkage region or as a whole exome, primarily based on

It is also possible that not all affected individuals will have
sequenced mutations in the same gene. This could be due to
the disease model (e.g. genetic heterogeneity or non-coding
variants) or technical issues (e.g. missing variant calls due to
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Rare diseases, by definition, have an individual incidence of
less than 1/1150– 1/2000 in the population (38,39), and it is
expected that mutations underlying these rare diseases will
be at correspondingly rare frequencies, and most likely
private to affected individuals. This is especially so for
mutations that are highly penetrant—these variants of major
effect and distinctive phenotype are not expected to be
found in the population at large, and hence will not be seen
in genome-wide scans for variants [e.g. the 1000 Genomes
Project (40)], nor in polymorphism repositories [e.g. dbSNP
(41)]. Exclusion from these data sets is typically an important
criterion in defining a rare, novel or private variant.
From empirical analysis of published exomes (9,13,16), we
estimate that there are 20 000 single-nucleotide variants in a
given exome [as defined by the Consensus Coding Sequence
database (CCDS)], with about half affecting protein sequence.
Using dbSNP and 1000 genomes data together as a filter
suggests the number of novel SNPs is at most 1/10th of that
(Fig. 1), which is a reflection of the breadth of ascertainment
available in these data sets. However, a caveat to note is
that phenotypic information is not always available for the
samples used in these data sets, and it is possible that pathogenic mutations are present in them. In the case of recessive
mutations, particularly, there is a chance that a normal
carrier could have been genotyped and the recessive diseasecausing mutation deposited in the database.
As a complementary approach then, control individuals with
known phenotype and family history are often sequenced
along with the affected cases, also to be used as a filter for
common variants. This has the advantage of allowing for
population-matched controls, especially for populations that
may be under-represented in the current databases, and also
to control for technical artifacts that may arise during the
sequencing or alignment of sequence reads.
The effect of adding more control exomes is illustrated in
Figure 1, which shows that the average number of novel or
private SNPs in a given individual drops exponentially as
more control exomes are used and starts to plateau by the
time 15 – 20 controls are added (Fig. 1, blue line). This
suggests that a limited number of control exomes is sufficient
to filter for private variants by this method even without external datasets—adding beyond 20 controls to these data clearly
has a diminishing rate of return.

cost. It is notable that there are many potential definitions
for the exome. Earlier studies used the genes from the
CCDS (42), a set of well-annotated, highly conserved proteins,
with the rationale being that although this is a relatively conservative set of genes, it is also less likely to contain pseudogenes and potentially unverified protein transcripts, which
would result in spurious variant calls and add noise to the
analysis of potential mutations.
However, the CCDS is by no means complete, and failure to
find a disease gene could be the result of missing sequence or
annotation. In one example, mutations in the gene associated
with Kabuki syndrome (13) were identified only because the
exome definition was expanded to the RefSeq database (43).
With the CCDS definition, this gene would not have been captured nor sequenced, and the mutations would have been
missed entirely. Hence, to reduce the likelihood of this happening, more recent studies have started to use larger, more
inclusive gene sets instead, like the aforementioned RefSeq
database (43), the Ensembl database (44), genes from the
UCSC browser (45) and the GENCODE set (46), particularly
as capture technology limitations are overcome. It is worth
noting that even when whole-genome sequencing becomes
affordable enough such that targeted methods are not necessary, these definitions will still be important in the annotation
of coding variants.
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Figure 1. Effect of increasing number of control exomes on private variants
observed in a single exome, with and without the use of dbSNP and 1000
genomes data. The number of private mutations observed in an individual
from sequential addition of control exomes was averaged from 10 000 permutations of 21 published exomes of non-African ancestry (9,13,16).

low coverage). As an example, of the 10 affected individuals
in the Kabuki syndrome study (13), only 7 had causal
mutations identified by exome sequencing. Misalignments
and low coverage led to missed frameshift indel calls in two
of the remaining three (later identified by Sanger sequencing),
and the causal mutation in the last is still unknown. To deal
with these issues, it is possible to sequence more affected individuals or to change the filtering approach to require that only
a subset of individuals have a shared gene, rather than all, but
the trade-off is that the candidate gene lists are greatly inflated.

CONCLUSIONS
Massively parallel sequencing has been applied successfully to
find causal mutations for a number of monogenic disorders,
including several that have been intractable to linkage analysis. In some studies, massively parallel sequencing was used
to re-sequence genes within linkage intervals; in others,
whole-genome or exome sequencing was used to find variants
on a genome-wide scale. However, we note that the overall
rate of success for these methods is uncertain, as only successful studies have been reported to date.
Using simple filters based on variant function and frequency, as well as careful choices of cases and controls, has
been highly useful in isolating pathogenic mutations from
background polymorphisms. In particular, priority is given to
variants that are private to affected individuals, under the
assumption that the mutations underlying these monogenic
disorders are highly penetrant and rare. A second assumption
is that the underlying mutations have large effect and are
likely to be coding, and third that the disorder is genetically
homogeneous in the samples being studied.
As less simple syndromes and disorders are studied, these
assumptions are less likely to hold. In cases where genetic heterogeneity is present, mutations are less penetrant and noncoding variation is causal, the current strategies outlined
here will be too stringent. Allowing for these more complex
models will inflate candidate lists, and more sophisticated
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